LLOYD GEORGE, ADRESSING THE SAMMIES:

"My boy, are you able to appreciate the high honor that you are permitted to die for England?"

NEWS FROM AMERICA.

Symptoms of Imminent Awakening.

Even the Chicago "Daily Tribune" takes exception to English censoring of American Press Dispatches.

Since the United States are taking an active part in the war and allowing their young men to spill their blood on European soil for first and last European causes, our countrymen over in America begin to realize more and more that it won’t do to look at the war situation exclusively with English eyes.

As long as America’s interest in the war was more or less of a theoretical or monetary character, it was not deemed necessary to probe the veracity of every piece of news received from England, but since our own blood is flowing even those among us who still adhere to the traditional friendship between England and America—the blood-